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ARISING IN MODELLING OF VISCOELASTIC PROBLEMS
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Abstract. In this paper we consider numerical simulations of the so-called glacial rebound phenomenon and
the use of efficient preconditioned iterative solution methods in that context. The problem originates from modeling
the response of the solid earth to large scale glacial advance and recession which may have provoked very large
earthquakes in Northern Scandinavia. The need for such numerical simulations is due to ongoing investigations on
safety assessment of radioactive waste repositories. The continuous setting of the problem is to solve an integrodifferential equation in a large time-space domain. This problem is then discretized using a finite element method
in space and a suitable discretization in time, and gives rise to the solution of a large number of linear systems
with nonsymmetric matrices of saddle point form. We outline the properties of the corresponding linear systems of
equations, discuss possible preconditioning strategies, and present some numerical experiments.
Key words. viscoelasticity, (in)compressibility, nonsymmetric saddle-point system, preconditioning, Schur
complement approximation, algebraic multilevel techniques
AMS subject classifications. 65F10, 74D05, 45D05

1. Introduction. The behaviour of most materials used in structural engineering is described by Hooke’s law of linear elasticity, namely, for small strains, stress is proportional to
strain ,
In reality the behaviour of virtually all materials deviates from Hooke’s law
in various ways, exhibiting both elastic and viscous characteristics. A vast variety of materials, such as human tissues, wood, metals at high temperature, synthetic polymers, rocks, ice,
concrete, display viscoelastic effects of different magnitude. Since even a small viscoelastic
response can have a significant impact on the behaviour of the material, the analysis of material response to load must in many cases incorporate viscoelasticity. Viscoelastic materials
obey a constitutive relation between stress and strain, which depends on time.
Knowledge of the viscoelastic response of a material can be based on measurements.
The timescale, however, varies widely from
sec to
years or more. While the short
timescales are practically inaccessible to experiments and exact measurements, observations
over long times are limited by patience and lifetime. Furthermore, complicated viscoelastic
flow phenomena even in relatively simple geometries are mostly not tractable by analytical
methods and can be predicted by numerical methods only. Therefore numerical simulations
become a necessity and in some cases the ultimate way to go.
The target physical phenomenon in this paper is glacial advance and recession, and the
resulting crustal stress state. Numerical simulations are performed in order to check the
hypothesis that the stress induced by postglacial readjustment processes has triggered large
earthquakes (of magnitude 8) in some regions in the Northern Hemisphere. The analysis of
the outcome, in turn would influence the positioning of nuclear waste repositories in Scandinavia, the safety of which has to be guaranteed for a time period of about 200 000 years.
For the numerical simulations we use the so-called isostatic model, based on the concept
that the elevation of earth’s surface seeks a balance between the weight of lithospheric rocks
and the buoyancy of asthenospheric ”fluid” (nearly-molten rock). The model expresses the
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geophysical problem in terms of a system of partial differential equations which describe the
equilibrium state of a pre-stressed viscoelastic material body, subject to surface and body
forces. It includes a first-order term representing the so-called advection of pre-stress, the
incorporation of which has proven to be crucial for the successful modeling of the underlying
processes.
The computationally heaviest part of many numerical simulations of complex problems,
as in viscoelasticity, is the repeated solution of large linear systems of equations, solved
during each time step. Currently, direct solution methods are mostly used, which are known
to have very high demands for computer resources and could therefore severely limit the
size and complexity of the discrete models, in particular in 3D. With this work we show that
a robust and efficient preconditioned iterative solution method is a viable and competitive
alternative to the direct solution methods.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the problem in Section 2. The corresponding variational formulation and the finite element space discretization are presented in
Section 3, and details on the discretization in time are given in Section 4. Section 5 contains
a description of the preconditioner used in the numerical simulations, which are illustrated in
Section 6. In contrast to to [12], in this work, as a part of the preconditioning strategy, we use
(nearly) optimal order algebraic multilevel iteration type methods, applied in a nonsymmetric
setting with discontinuous problem coefficients. In addition, we apply the proposed solution
method to the viscoelastic problem in its full complexity.
2. Problem description. Consider a post-glacial rebound model, based on the isostasy
concept, namely, that the elevation of earth’s surface (over tens of millions of years) seeks
a balance between the weight of lithospheric rocks and the buoyancy of the more viscous
asthenosphere. The governing equation describing the equilibrium state of a pre-stressed
viscoelastic non-selfgravitating material body, subject to surface and body forces; cf. [15] is
of the form
(2.1)
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Here ,
, and , are the stress tensor, the displacement vector and the hydrostatic
pressure, respectively. The pressure is of the form
, where and are density and
gravitational acceleration. The term
in (2.1) describes the force from spatial gradients in
stress. The term
represents the so-called advection of pre-stress and describes how the
hydrostatic background (initial) stress is carried by the moving material. Incorporating (B)
has proven to be crucial for the successful modeling of the underlying processes; see [15].
We point out that pre-stress is not included in the available general purpose finite element
(FE) packages. Further we assume small deformations, i.e. strain and displacements are
related as
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Equation (2.1) can be solved with two different constitutive relations which allow simulations of purely elastic as well as of viscoelastic medium, as is done in various geophysical
studies.
Case 1: Stress and strain are related as for linear elastic anisotropic materials,
is the strain tensor and
is the elasticity tensor.

o(Pq7.I(Pq7. , where 

o(Pq7.

?(Pq7.r

Case 2: The material is assumed to be viscoelastic, obeying a constitutive relation of the
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form

5?" %
?(Pq?@Cst.W9o(Pq?@Cu.vI(Pq7.wyz x ` ` x { A{  (|q?@t}. BU}

or with other notations
(2.2)
?(Pq?@Cst.W~(|q?@tst. z x A (Pq?@Cs @t}. BU}I@

which is referred to as Hooke’s law with memory; see, for instance
5w" %[18]. The tensors o(|q?@Cu.
 (|q?@tsk}.o ` ` x { A{ measure the elastic and
(here o(|q?@CU.oo(Psk}. at }ks ) and o
viscoelastic response, respectively, describing rocks with long memory where the state of
stress at time s depends on the deformation at time s but also on the deformations at times
prior to s .
The memory term in equation (2.2) arises from the fact that a (previously) loaded viscoelastic solid attempts to relax its stress state through creep and relaxation processes. This
behaviour is described by a relaxation function, which depends on the material model used
for the solid (Maxwell, Kelvin, Burger, etc.). For different viscoelastic models of earth’s
lithosphere we refer, for example, to [24].
We consider a slightly more general form of the isostatic moment balance equation (2.1),
namely,

?(Pq?@Cst. (|(|q7.?e*(Pq?@Cst.t. 2 (+Se*(Pq?@Cst.t. p(Pq7.u(Pq?@Cst. @
where  and  are general vector fields and the function  represents body force. In what
follows the dependence on the space variable q is omitted, unless it is of specific importance
(2.3)

in some particular relations.
We note here, that due to the form of the pre-stress advection term, the glacial rebound
problem does not reduce to the well-known Navier-Stokes problem; see [12] for more details.
In the derivations we utilize the following standard relations between stress, strain and
displacements,

 ~ (Pst.wF ~ *W(|st. 2' ~  (+*W(|st.t.4@
  (|s @t}.9 { (Ps @t}.CL*W(|}. 2  {  (Ps @C}.vI(|*(P}.C. @

(2.4)

as well as the assumption that the stress relaxation functions obey the so-called Maxwell
model, i.e., the time-dependence in the stress field is due to time-dependent material coefficients only and is of the form

 P( s @t}.W  ~w & " A{ %   ~? (+ @ts @C}. @

"x %
(2.5)
(Ps @t}.W9p~  /U x A{ F~  (|  @Cs @t}.4


Here, the coefficients ~ ,  ~ and (Ps @t}. , (Ps @t}. are Lamé coefficients in the elastic case

and the viscoelastic case correspondingly,  is the viscosity parameter, and  
 ~W is the
inverse of the so-called Maxwell time.
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3. Variational form and space discretization. Let
be a given
time interval and be a time-independent bounded domain in
, with a polygonal
(respectively polyhedral) boundary
. We assume that the viscoelastic compressible or
incompressible body occupies , it is acted upon by a body force
, it is rigidly fixed
in space and time on a part
of
with a positive measure and some (time-dependent)
surface traction is acting on the body along another part
of
. We are interested in

¡
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*(Pq?@Cst. qL£F:

,
, and
obtaining the solution of the problem (2.3) in terms of displacements
.
We point out that in the isostasy model used by geophysicists, earth is considered fully
incompressible. Still, in certain cases it turns out to be of practical interest to study the
behaviour of the crust as a compressible body. Therefore we consider both compressible and
incompressible materials.
To define the corresponding weak formulation of (2.3) we introduce in the usual way the
Sobolev space
,
, equipped with the norm
.
The weak form of equation (2.3) reads as follows:
Find
such that

s£¤

¥ §¦+¨J  (+:g.C© > BoEI@CG
3
ª«ª¬LªUª 
*£¤®i(+¥°¯H±.
(3.1)
³² 3?(Pst.eµ¶Bu:·² (+(|³*.µ¸=(+S*.¹reµ.gB«:kº² u(Pst.w4µ»B«:i@
´
´
´
holds for all µ'£¤¥ . After integration by parts, equation (3.1) takes the form
² ?(Pst.¼I(|µ. B«:½² (+(PJ*.4µ=(+3e*.¹reµ. B«:=
´
´
(3.2)
² U(|st.µ¶B«: 2 ²¾À¿¸e?(|st.4µ»Buw
´
Next, incorporating the viscoelastic constitutive relations (2.2) and utilizing that

²¾ ² x g¿ Á  (|s @t}.\µoBU}F²¾ ² x    |(   @ts @t}.t¿gÁ ~ (|}.\µ_BU}±F¾² ² x    |(   @ts @C}.v¡(|}.\µ°B}I@




equation (3.2) takes the following form,

²  ~ (Pst.¼I(|µ. B«:½² (n(P³*1.?4µ¸k(n3*1.tr4µ.ÂBu:
´
² ² x   (Ps @C}.¼I(Pµ.IB}B«:ÃF² U(|st.?4µ»B«:
(3.3)
´ 
´
2 ²¾L¡(|st.4µ»Bu¤ ²¾ ² x   (| @Cs @t}.¡(P}.?eµ¶B}ÂBuw
 

R EMARK 3.1. We point out, that the time and space integrals are interchangeable only
as long as the material parameters Ä , Å , and  are constant over the spatial domain of integration. Therefore, to handle inhomogeneous material parameters, the space integrals can
be written as a sum of integrals over, say, Æ disjoint subdomains, each with its own set of

material parameters ÄNt@lÅN¹@C ÇÁ~wÇ Nt@ ~?Ç N¹@H Ç N for j U@e4@tÆ . Then, for example the term

z z x   (Ps @t}.Â¼I(PÈ .¹BU}IBu: from equation (3.3)
can be handled as
´ 
Ë
² ² x   (Ps @t}.Â¼I(PÈ . BU}ÂBu:=ÊÉ ² x ²   (Ps @C}.g¼I(PÈ . B«:B}I
´ 
N$Q   ´ b
´
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With no loss of generality and for notational simplicity, all derivations in this section are
presented for homogeneous isotropic material media.
Next, in order to enable simulations with purely incompressible solids (in which case
and the coefficient becomes undefined), we introduce the (scaled) kinematic pressure
,

ÅFIÍÌ
-1(Pq?@Cst.

(3.4)



 ~Î-(Pq?@Cst.F~S*(Pq?@Cst. @

and rewrite the original problem as a coupled system of equations – (2.3) and (3.4). We
consider a suitable function space for the pressure variable,

Ï ÐC-¤£¤Ñ ] (+:g.¼u² -B«:·9 ÒU
´

sÎ£ yÓK I@tÏ ÂO *(Pq?@Cst.Î£'® (n¥o¯H). -1(Pq?@tst.r£ÕÔ±( Ï ¯H. such that for
µW(Pq7.g£¸¥
Ö (Pq7.£
(|*(Pst.4@tÈ . z x  (|*(P}.4@tµw¯Cst. BU} 2ÙØ (Pµ@|-(|st.t.w z x  Ø (|µw@|-1(P}. ¯Cst. BU}  T&(Pµw¯Cst. @
(3.5)
×Ø
 ×

(|*(Pst. @HÖZ. z x  Ø (|*(P}. @HÖ«¯tst.tB}3ÛÚZ(Á-(|st. @CÖZ. 2 z x Ú(Á-(Pst.4@CÖ«¯Cst. B} 
I@


2 ¡(Pµ¯tst.W z ¡ (Pµ¯ts @t}.IB} . The bilinear forms are specified in the
where TA(|µw¯tst.Î3T/(|µw¯tst.
x
following.
(+*W(|st. @tµ1.·Ü (+*W(|st. @tµ1. 2Ý (+*W(|st. @Cµ. @
Ü× (+*W(|st. @tµ1. ×² ´ E  ~1I(|*(Pst.C× .¼I(Pµ1. Bu:i@
×Ý
(+*W(|st. @tµ1.F² ´ (P*W(|st.t.eµ 2 (n3*(Pst.C.¹»4µ»B«:i@
×
( |*(P}.4@tµw¯Cs @t}. ² ´ EZ   (+  @ts @C}.  ~oI(+*W(|}.t.¼ (|µ. B«:i@
× Ø
(|µw@|-1(Pst.C.F² ´  ~ -(|st.tS4µ»B«:i@
 Ø (|µw@|-1(P}.4¯ts @t}.F² ´    (+  @ts @C}.  ~ -1(P}.tLeµ¶Bu:i@
(3.6)
 ]~
ÚZ(\-1(Pst. @HÖZ.w ² ´  ~ -(|st.¹ÖB«:i@
 ]~
ÚZ(\-1(Pst. @HÖ«¯ts @C}.F² ´    (+  @ts @C}. p~ -1(Pst.¹Ö?B«:i@
¡(Pµw¯Cst.w ² ¾ ¡(|st.4µ»Buw@
T&(Pµw¯Cst.wF² ´ U(|st.4µ»B«:i@
¡ (|µw¯ts @C}. ² ¾   Ç  (|  @Cs @t}.v¡(|}.?4µDBU
É
The particular choice of the function spaces for * , µ , - , and Ö is specified in Section 6.
Then, the corresponding weak formulation reads as follows.
For each
, find
and
any
and
there holds
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Ý (|*W@tµ1.

R EMARK 3.2. As we have shown in [12], due to the presence of the first order terms
in
, the bilinear form
is in general not coercive. However, in the numerical
tests and for the particular form of the vectors
as in the considered isostatic glacial rebound problem, we have never observed any difficulties, which could indicate
nonuniqueness of the solution. Without the time-dependent terms, the saddle-point matrix,
corresponding to the discrete form of equation (3.5) is easily recognized. We show next that
the matrix structure remain the same in the viscoelastic case also.

×

×

(|*W@tµ1.

=L)ÓK @gRUTUO|Þ

4. Time discretization and solution algorithm. To handle the viscoelastic terms, we
apply some numerical quadrature, which implies that is discretized into a number of intervals, such that
, and the th interval is
then of length
. In general, for any numerical integration, when computing
we would need to store the complete solution history, i.e., all solutions
,
which is a very memory demanding task, in particular for large time intervals, as for the target
problem here. Fortunately, for relaxation functions as in the Maxwell model given by (2.5),
the computations simplify significantly. The corresponding derivations can be found elsewhere in the related literature, for example, in [21]. For completeness of the presentation, we
illustrate here the essence of the simplification on one of the integral terms in equation (3.5).


sß  
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(4.1)
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ä
ä
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[
2
    [ 

Then, using (3.6) and the particular form of the Lamé coefficients from (2.5), we obtain

(4.2)

ä  [    z x d z EZ  (|
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ä  [ & 


ä [ & 


provided that the material coefficients are not space-dependent. The latter shows that
can be computed by scaling
(globally or per subdomain, for homogeneous or inhomogeneous material coefficients, respectively), which has been already computed at the previous
time-instance.
We choose next to approximate

(4.3)

ä [[
&

by the trapezoidal rule, that is,

ß sn[
d
x
²
(|st.é E ^ (Ps [ . 2 P( s [   . f
è
è
x dåuæ&è
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Then the first equation in (3.5) becomes

ß
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&
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(4.4)

Similar expressions are derived for the second equation in (3.5).
We next perform a finite element space discretization of , namely, consider a discretized
domain
and some finite dimensional subspaces
and
. We obtain then a
matrix-vector form of the problem: at time , find the displacements
and the pressure
by solving

:gê

(4.5)
where

s[

¥&ê¸;¥

:

Ï ê; Ï
*7[

ë[

"  % óô
[
*

[
ìÎ[°í ë7[4î ðïñ¹ò " ] % @
ò[

ß
ìi[iõìö E s [ ì  @wìÃí|÷ Y YD Þ î @ and ì  øí|÷ Y  YD  Þ î


" %
"] %
The detailed forms of [ and [ are given later in this section and in the Appendix. Here
Ø
the matrix blocks
,ò Y ,  ,ò correspond to the bilinear forms  ,  ,  Ú , in (3.6), evaluated



÷
at }Lùs and therefore do not explicitly depend on s . The blocks
× in ì  depend on   ,
which itself depends on the problem coefficients. These coefficients might be discontinuous
in space.
Using the bilinear forms in (3.6), the matrices on the left-hand side of equation (4.5) are
computed as

(4.6)

^ ÷  ç ] x d ÷  f N|Ç ú  ´ z  ~ ^ g UCç] x d f I(Pµ N .¼I(Pµ ú . B«:i
z  (P³µNn.eµ7ú k(n3eµNn.(|reµ7úZ. B«:i@
´
d
^ Y ç ] x Y  f N|Ç ú  ´ z  ~ ^ g UCç] x d f (n34µ N .¹Ö ú Bu:i@
^ 9 ç ] x d   f N|Ç ú  ´ z ^ g   ç] x d f)ûþ üý ÖNnÖeúB«:i

One obtains similar expressions for the matrices involved in the computation of the matrices
on the right-hand side of (4.5).
Solution algorithm. Using the matrix-vector notations, the solution of equation (4.5)
through time can be formulated as the following time-stepping procedure:
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ÿ   ,   ø ,   ø , Ï   and assemble the matrices
@H ÷  @HY  @H 
÷ @HmDY
2:
@lE @e&@ ß
s[ [ [ [
3:
4:
÷ [ & @pY  [  @  [ & .
5:
 [  Þ
[  í ÷ Y Þ  ß sn[ í ÷  Y  Þ
ìi[øí 1[ 
Y øî E Y    î
u[ î
N
6:
Compute (for each subdomain : ê @Cj1U@e4@CÆ )
Ë
 [ Ç &   É  (|  Ç NC@tsn[@Csn[ & . [ Ç & Ç  N @
N6Q 
Ë
 a [ &Ç    É  (|  Ç NC@tsn[@Csn[ & . a [ &Ç   Ç N @
N6Q 
Ë
 [ Ç&   É  (|  Ç @Cs [ @Cs [ & . [ Ç& Ç N
N6Q 
É

1:

7:

8:

9:

10:

Initialize the vectors
,
.
for
do
Choose a time-step
.
Assemble the matrices
Form

Compute the contributions from the memory terms


 a   a [[ &Ç   2 ÷ [ [ [ &
   Ç&   Y [ &
Compute the loads and body forces at time s [
[ Ç   [ Ç & 2   [[ 2   [[ ,
" % 

[ò " ] %  [ 2  [ 2  a  [ Ç  ,
3 .
ò[
Solve
[ 
ìi[°í ë7*[Õ
î
Compute

(UY [[ &[  . Þ í * [ &
¤  [   ë [ & î
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– 6m ,   [ ,   [ & ,  [ , and
"%
[ò " ] %
[ò 

[
ß
a [ ÇÇ     a 2 E s [ í ÷ Y  »Y  Þ î í ë* [4[ î




end for
R EMARK 4.1. Clearly, the above algorithm depends on the time discretization. We have
chosen here the trapezoid rule, which is implicit, stable, and allows for relatively large steps
in time, of course related to the size of the space discretization in order to have a balanced
total discretization error. In the present context, we see also from (4.5) that
should not be
very large in order to have
satisfied, so that the contribution
does not
dominate that of . In [20], under certain assumptions, an estimate of the total discretization
 
error is derived, stating that if
then for all
there exists
a constant depending on 
and 
but independent of  and
, such that
11:
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which is of suboptimal order with respect to the space discretization.
From a theoretical point of view, probably the most elegant approach is to consider a
time-space FEM discretization of the viscoelastic problem, as is done, for example, in [23]
and some other works by the same group of authors. In their analysis they suggest advanced
schemes using Discontinuous Galerkin FEM in time and nonmatching spacial discretization
meshes from one time level to the next. They also derive optimal order error estimates.
However, to our knowledge, so far the latter method has not been fully implemented and
tested numerically for viscoelastic problems. We believe that for such very large scale space
and time domains as in the target application, the time-space FEM method is not a feasible
alternative to the more standard method we use in this work.

ß sv[ s[

5. Preconditioning technique. At each time we have to solve a linear system with
the matrix
given in (4.5). We assume that
is small enough so that it suffices to describe
a preconditioner for a general linear system of equations which admits the saddle point form

ìi[

ìSøí|÷ Y

(5.1)

¢ ¢
÷  £ ¢ < ¢

Y»Þ
 î @

  is a sparse nonsymmetric matrix with, in general, indefinite symmetric
where


  is positive semidefinite.
part, and
There exists a vast amount of literature on how to precondition and solve problems with
saddle point matrices. As recent sources which survey such methods we refer, for example,
to [9], [5] and [14], and the references therein.
As a general outcome, the major milestones to follow when constructing a preconditioner
for a saddle point matrix can be summarized as follows.
(i) The best known preconditioners for saddle point problems utilize the available twoby-two block structure of the system matrix. These can be of block lower-triangular,
block upper-triangular or block-factorized form.
(ii) For any of the block preconditioners, listed in (i), in order to ensure favorable spectral properties of the preconditioned matrix one needs to construct a good approximation of the (negative) Schur complements matrix !
and to
solve accurately systems with the pivot block , respectively with a good approximation of that block.
Here we choose to solve the algebraic problem in equation (5.1) with an iterative solution
method preconditioned by a block lower-triangular matrix

÷

"

(5.2)

#



# Ó 2 Y &4Y»Þ
÷

øí$# Y   ] î
#

As already mentioned, this preconditioner can be very efficient, provided that the blocks
and
are properly chosen. Indeed, from the expression

]

#

& ì3øí ] &#  Y  &  ] & î í ÷ Y Y  Þ î
#
# 
#
(5.3)
&  
& Y»Þ
2
 í
î í # ] & # Y± ( # ÷ &  ÷  . # ] & (+ 2 # Y  # & Y»Þ1. î
we see that whenever
is a good approximation of , and ] approximates well the

#
÷ 2 Y # & Y»Þ , the eigenvalues of
approximate negative Schur complement of ì , ! ð
# 
"&4ì are clustered around unity.
"
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Thus, the two most important means to steer the quality of the preconditioner " are the
choices of
# and # , and, related to that, how to solve systems of equations with them.
R EMARK 5.1. The preconditioner " is strongly nonsymmetric and one can possibly
argue that since the nonsymmetricity in is contained only in the block
a more balanced
block-factorized form should be used instead. Indeed, the block-lower triangular matrix " is
only one of the possible choices of a preconditioner for . However, the task to approximate
well the top-left block and the corresponding Schur complement matrix remains of utmost
importance also for preconditioners with another block-structure. For a detailed discussion
on this and other preconditioners for symmetric saddle point matrices, we refer for instance
to [5].
As is seen from (5.3), the block
chosen as a good approximation of !&%
# , should be. Clearly,
or rather of !
except for some special cases, to
#
explicitly form a Schur complement matrix is almost as expensive as it is to solve a system
with it. Furthermore, the Schur complement is in general dense even when the matrix is
sparse. Good approximations for the Schur complement matrix are known in some cases, for
example, for the Stokes problem one can replace
by the pressure mass-matrix.
However, in our case this approach would lead to a symmetric
# , while the true ! % is
nonsymmetric.
We use here a simple technique, based on the finite element framework, which enables us
to compute
# such that it is (i) cheaply constructed, (ii) sparse, (iii) inherits the symmetricity
or nonsymmetricity of , and (iv) is spectrally equivalent to the true Schur complement ! %
for symmetric positive definite matrices; see [3].
To this end, we notice that the global stiffness matrix
is assembled from element
stiffness matrices
, which are of the same saddle point form as itself, namely

]



ì

÷

ì

]
2
½S Y & Y»Þ

 2 Y ÷  YDÞ

½

Y ÷ & Y»Þ

]

]

ì

ì

ì»~

ìS

Ë

~

ì ~@

where

ì

ì ~  í ÷ Y ~ ~  YD ~Þ ~ î

then compute exactly the local Schur complement
÷ ~ ~ isFnonsingular
2 Y ~ ~ &, weYDÞ can
~
~
ì

, and assemble these local contributions to form ] as
#
÷
]
# (' ~ ! ~ .
5.1. Preconditioning for the blocks
and ] . Each action of the preconditioner

#
" on a vector, requires one solve with each of the # diagonal blocks #  and # ] . Instead of
trying to approximate the blocks
and ] , we choose to solve systems with them using an
÷
#
efficient (inner) iterative solution method, equipped with a robust preconditioner.
To construct an efficient preconditioner
#  for ÷ , we make use of the fact that the problem originates from linear elasticity. We assume that the unknown displacements are ordered

As long as
of each
,!

1

in the so-called separate displacement ordering (SDO). In the classical linear elasticity, it
is well known that due to Korn’s inequality the block-diagonal part of
is a nearly optimal preconditioner to
.
Furthermore,
it
suffices
to
replace
these
diagonal
blocks
by scaled

Laplacian matrices
, corresponding to the bilinear form

÷
÷N @tj?ö@ee@CB
(  N . [HÇ ú   (PÈ N|Ç [ @tÈ N|Ç ú .F² E  »È N|Ç [ eDÈ NPÇ ú @
´
×
where È NPÇ [ is the m -th basis function for the j -th component of µ . Namely, it holds that
W(n:g.  (|*(Pst.4@tµ.Âh'Ü (+*W(|st. @tµ1.ghkE  (|*(Pst. @Cµ. @
×
×
×

The nonsingularity of )+* can always be enforced by adding a regularization term to the diagonal, )$
, *.)+*0/21436587 , where 9;:<1>=@? and 3 is the space discretization parameter.
1
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(+:g.

:

which depends only on and the boundary conditions. For more
for certain constant
details on this, we refer to [2], and the references therein.
Based on the above reasonings, we propose to solve the nonsymmetric block
in each
time-step, by a symmetric block-diagonal preconditioned iterative solver, where the diagonal blocks are Laplacians which obey the same boundary conditions as the original blocks.
Finally, we choose the (multiplicative) AMLI framework to solve with each of the diagonal

blocks , as well as with the block
# .
R EMARK 5.2. We note that for the glacial rebound problem the advection terms are not
negligible but also not dominating the elasticity counterpart. This is clearly seen after scaling
the problem and making it dimensionless; cf. [10].
The AMLI preconditioner we use here, belongs to the class of full-block factorization
preconditioners of the form

÷

]

N

"%
Y H" úú % " ú %
X ] ] 

" ú % & " ú ] %
Y

KHÏ  " ú  X  %  O  @BAo3@lE @e @DC¹
F" EÁ% F" E %
It is recursively defined on a sequence of matrices of decreasing order X
@HX  @ee@CX "  % ,
each split into E+G¸E block form, i.e.,
" ú % X "" ú %% X "" ú ] %%
X  X ]Hú  X ]C ú ] 
 "ú % Ï " %
"ú %
ú
On each level, Y
of X
%  approximation
" ú] %
Ï H"  ú and%  is some approximation of
"! ú %  X ]H" ú ] % ½X H]"  ú % X is" ú some
X  . The notation K & O indicates that some stabilization
F" EÁ% & F" isE$%

C


Ï
X
required, at least on some of the levels, in order to prevent the condition number of
to grow with the number of levels.
and for ] (for
When we apply the AMLI preconditioner for the diagonal blocks of


#
#
]
brevity referred to as AMLI( N ) and AMLI( ), correspondingly), we stabilize on every sec#
ond level by performing three iterations with the Generalized Conjugate
- Minimal
Ï " ú  % isGradient
Residual method (GCG-MR); cf. [1]. The coarse mesh matrix
the element-wise
Schur complement, constructed as is described in [16] and [13]," namely
by assembly of local,
ú % are taken
Y
to be incomplete
exactly computed, Schur complement matrices.
The
blocks
H
  -factorizations of the corresponding X " ú % .
H
The theory for the" AMLI
regarding the quality of the H
GE block matrix split% Ï methods
"
%
ú
ú  , and how to stabilize them to getE optimal
tings, the choices of Y
and
order methods,
H
is complete for the case of SPD matrices, see for example [4], [6], [7], [19], [25], to name a
(5.4)

Ï "ú % 

"ú %

few, and the references therein. Furthermore, again for the class of SPD matrices, it is shown
that the AMLI preconditioner is robust with respect to arbitrarily large jumps in the problem
coefficients, as long as those are aligned with the coarse discretization mesh used in their
construction.
The major tool to show convergence in the SPD case is the so-called Cauchy-BunyakowskiSchwarz constant I . For the non-SPD case, however, such an analogous parameter is not yet
known, and we note here that AMLI( ) is performed for the nonsymmetric
#
# without the
support of a rigorous theory. The numerical experiments, however, are very promising.
To summarize, the preconditioning algorithm for
is given below, for brevity in the
sequel referred to as BT-AMLI:
Solve by GCG-MR, preconditioned by

]

]

ì

ì

"

 í K ÷Y O K ] O î
#
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±& µ

,
- For each action "
– solve
by an (inner) GCG-MR solver, preconditioned by (in 2D)

÷



L
# J
K

N



 í  ] î @

and systems with
are solved by AMLI-preconditioned GCG-MR.
– solve
by an (inner) GCG-MR solver, preconditioned by AMLI( ).

]

#

#

]

÷

]

When we solve
and
# accurately, the number of outer iterations goes down, which,
however does not imply that the overall solution time is reduced due to the extra work spent
and
by the inner solvers. In [13] we investigate how to choose the relative accuracy for
optimally, and we find that the smallest overall solution time is achieved for a reduction
#
of the initial residual of order
, for both blocks.

]

÷

IÍÌ

6. Numerical experiments. We illustrate the behaviour of the solution procedure, described in Section 5 on an inhomogeneous model of earth’s lithosphere. We consider both
the purely elastic and the viscoelastic cases. The elastic model is a simplification of the full
viscoelastic problem, but nevertheless important, due to the fact that, under reasonable choice
of the timestep, the characteristics of the matrices in the viscoelastic case remain quite close
to those of the matrices in the elastic case. Therefore, the overall efficiency and scalability
of the method when solving the viscoelastic problem follows that of the iterative solver for
the elastic problem, for which we provide a separate study how it scales with problem size,
that the preconditioner is robust with respect to the material parameters and and how its
performance compares with a state-of-art sparse direct solution method.
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F IG . 6.1. The geometry of the problem

We consider a 2D (3D) flat earth model, which is symmetric with respect to º (and
 ), subject to a Heaviside load of a 1000 km wide (side) and 2 km thick sheet of ice with
density
RN
 PQIRA«TiÆÕT S .
N
The size of the 2D domain is 10 000 km width and 4000 km depth. We impose homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the boundary  V
 UUU km (W° V UUU km) and
symmetry conditions on the boundary 
(and  N ). Homogeneous Neumann conditions are imposed on the boundary kyeUU kmN (and yeU km) and the boundary
segment ö ( Woº ),  3eU km (and eU km).
N The geometry of the problem in
two spaceN dimensions is shown in Figure 6.1.N
The domain : is split along the line EZU km and both the Young modulus and
the Poisson ratio are different in the two N subdomains : and : ] . Material parameters for

this problem are given in Table 6.1. The time period for the viscoelastic simulations (which
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TABLE 6.1
Material parameters used in experiments.

Parameter

«TiÆJ

Rock density ( A
TS )
Young’s modulus (Pa)
Poisson number

Value
: 
:]
3300
R X 3300
Ä UÂe C U euHYUeuZS
Å
Ì
 E  IÍÌ

TABLE 6.2
Time comparison with the finite element package ABAQUS (in sec) for elastic case

[
EZG6\UG
PGUE6Q G
Gd] Q6Q G

Direct solver (ABAQUS)
Assembly
Solver

GI GUE\
GI IaQ
ÌIÍÌZGd]

Up^] _]`Q
aQI UÌÌ
] E P6QU

Iterative solver (BT-AMLI)
Assembly
Solver

EI Ì ]
I GUE
Up U6U

 c FEZUU
É

Up$a\(¹U PuÌ.
bQ \(cQI P6\U.
QG P\ (U I\ ÍÌuQ .

influences the scaling of the problem) is
years. The actual computations are
performed on a dimensionless problem, obtained
from
the
original one after scaling of the
Ve
space and time domains, as well as of the material coefficient ; cf. [10].

is discretized using uniform rectangular (bricks in 3D) finite
The domain
elements, on which we use a pair of stable, modified Taylor–Hood ( f -iso f ) bilinear basis
functions, namely that the displacements live on a mesh that is a uniform refinement of the
mesh on which the pressure variable lives.
As an outer iterative scheme for equation (5.1), we use the GCG-MR method, both for
the outer iterative solver for and for the two inner iterative solvers for
# and # . The outer
solver is stopped when the norm of initial residual is reduced by six orders of magnitude.
As outlined in the solution algorithm, the viscoelastic problem requires a sequence of
time-steps and during each of those a linear system of equations is solved. The matrix of
that linear system changes whenever the time-step changes. It is clear, that within the chosen
space-time discretization scheme, savings in the total computational time can be achieved
prevailingly on the cost of solving the arising linear systems in a time-efficient manner.
Therefore, we address the solution of the linear system in detail. We present two sets of
experiments, referred below to as Set E and Set V.
The tests in Set E illustrate the efficiency of the proposed linear system solver alone for a
purely elastic model, i.e.,
; cf. (4.5). There we elaborate on 2D and 3D, homogeneous
and inhomogeneous spatial domains with jumps both material coefficients. We present also
comparisons with a state-of-art commercial sparse direct solver.
Set V contains illustrations of the solution of the full viscoelastic problem. Here we
restrict ourselves only to 2D.
Set E (Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4): The software used in the experiments in this set is based on
the two open-source packages deal.II [8] and PETSc [17]. We use deal.II to obtain
the finite element discretization and PETSc for the numerical linear algebra (routines for
matrix-vector multiplication, scalar products, etc.). All tests are performed on a 1.5 GHz
Intel Itanium 2 computer with 25 GB of RAM.
Table 6.2 shows timings for the solution of a test problem in two space dimensions where
a homogeneous compressible elastic solid (
) is loaded by a rectangular sheet of
ice. This problem is solved using the sparse direct solver provided in the commercial finite
[ shown in
element package ABAQUS, and our software (BT-AMLI). The problem size

:F:  ¸: ]

-

Ä

o

*

ì



°

ì [ 9ì

ÅSIÍE

]
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Å]

TABLE 6.3
Iteration counts for elastic case

0.2

Ä ]] g
 UU
Ä ] gU  ,E
Ä g
 U  G
Ä ]] g
 UU
Ä ] g
 U  ,E
Ä g
 U  G
Ä ]] g
 UU
Ä ] g
 U  ,E
Ä g
 U  G

EZG(nE GUÌI@.
EP(+GI QG@.
bP(th]`P@.
E`Up(nE ÍEP@.
EQ(+GI PG@.
bQ(nE @.
E`Up(nE U\@.
G(jU6_] @.

Ä ]] g
 UU
Ä ] gU  ,E
Ä g
 U  G
Ä ]] g
 UU
Ä ] g
 U  ,E
Ä g
 U  G

bP(nE @.
EÌI(nE P6\@.
EQj( UÍE U@.
EZ(nE ÍEZ@.
EÌI(+GI UU@.
GIU(nÌ UuÌI@.

bP(th]`P@.

[

0.4
2D

FEZ6G \UG
E (¹U QuÌ @e.
EUp(+EI EUÌ @e.
G[ U(|G Qd]«@e.
 PGU6E QG
i
EIU(¹U^]\I@e.
E Up(+EI 6E PI@e.
(|G \PI@e.
[ 6E P
dG ]Q6QG
E(¹U QUI@e.
EUÌI(+EI 6E QI@e.
GuEI( Up$aPI@e.
[ 33DEÌIE
E(+EI uÌ @e.
EUÌI(+EI^]\I@e.
G[ U(|G P6U@e.
 Q6P ]Z
i
EUEI(+EI EGI@e.
E ] (+EI QPI@e.
GUG( Up QQI@e.

0.5

`E UA(¹U \uE @,.
EQp(+EI UI@,.
GGp(|G U«E @,.
EE(¹U^]ZGI@,.
E \p(+EI$aPI@,.
GUE(|G \uE @,.
E u(¹U Q\I@,.
EÌ(+EI G \I@,.
GUA(|G Uk]«@,.

E u(+EI UI@,.
E]I(+EI UU@,.
GGp(|G^]PI@,.
EE(+EI E ]«@,.
E Pp(+EI \uE @,.
G6\p( Up Uk]«@,.

the left column refers to the problem size in BT-AMLI which, due to the mixed variable
formulation and the choice of the stable finite element discretization, is roughly `Q -th larger
than the problem size in ABAQUS. The right-most column shows the overall time spent on
the solution phase of BT-AMLI, and the figures in parentheses give the time consumed by the
iterative solver only (which is included in the overall solution time for BT-AMLI).
The results in Table 6.2 deserve a special comment. The observed (almost exactly) linear complexity of the sparse direct solver from ABAQUS is remarkable. Since the software
is commercial, we were not able to find out how is this scalability achieved. The same linear scaling of the computational time is achieved for 2D problems of size up to 1.5 million
degrees of freedom; see [11]. This advocates that the available highly optimized sparse direct solution methods are feasible for quite large scale applications on nowadays computers
with large memories, in particular for 2D problems. However, having in mind that we solve
slightly larger problem, the above results also show that our preconditioned iterative solver is
a suitable alternative to a direct solution method for the considered class of problems, even
in 2D. A real gain of the preconditioned iterative method over the sparse direct solver is
achieved for 2D problems of even larger size and for 3D problems of the considered type
of size 100000 and above. Further detailed comparisons between the direct and the iterative
solution methods, and a discussion about their efficiency and accuracy are presented in [11].
The results in Table 6.2 also indicate that a combination of a preconditioned iterative method
which uses a sparse direct method as a block solver could be the alternative to win the fastest
overall simulation time.
Table 6.3 shows the number of iterations to reach convergence for different combinations

,
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TABLE 6.4
Time spent to solve the linear system in equation (5.1) for elastic case

Å]

0.2

[

0.5

EG6\UG
] ( U«.
Pj( \u.
I(teGU.
[ ,Ìm
 PUGUE QUG
GU(nEZU.
GP(nE PU.
\uÌI(nÌÌ.
[ 
dG ]6QQG
,EQc( QGu.
_]ZG(tEQu.
G6G Up(nE Q6Pu.
[ ö3D,EÌ ,E
aP(teU.
6E \(tb\U.
P(nE PU.
[ G m
 QP ]U
EZ6G Up(teu.
E Pd] (t_]Gu.
Ud]ÌI(+GUÌ ,.

Ä ]] 
 U   \(jUu.
Ä ] 
 U  E P(c\U.
Ä U  eG lUp(tEU.
Ä ]] U   EP(tbQu.
Ä ] 
 U  E UU(nEPu.
Ä 
 U  eG \6\(nÌ\u.
Ä ]] 
 U   E\p(jQ.
Ä ] 
 U  E `]`\p(¹eG.
Ä 
 U  eG GlUA(+E\PU.
Ä ]] 
 U   bPp(jPU.
Ä ] 
 U  E E] (t_].
Ä U  eG G6Q(nEQu.
Ä ]] 
 U   EEZGp(jPPU.
Ä ] 
 U  E G E(¹bQQU.
Ä 
 U  eG U P Gp(|G ]ZU.
Å]

0.4
2D

Ä ] :]

]I(+Ì.
Pp(j\U.

Ì(¹GU.
GIu(+EU.
Uu(|GUU.
]p(+6Ì PU.
eG6Upj( QPU.
_]6]I(¹GUE.
GUÌ(+6E \U.
EZp(¹U.
E Ì(¹a\U.
UUp(|GUU.
EZ6G \p(¹UE.
EPUA(¹`]U.
Ud]6]I(|GuÌZGU.

of Poisson number , Young modulus
in
and refinements of the mesh. The left number
in each column is the number of outer iteration, whereas within parentheses, the average
number of inner iterations required for
# and # per outer iterations are shown. We see that
the iterative solver is robust with respect to problem size, jumps in material coefficients, and
with respect to (in)compressibility parameter .
In Table 6.4 solution times for equation (5.1) in 2D and 3D are shown. The left number
in each column is the total solution time, that is, the time spent on assembly of the Schur
complement approximation, on construction of the multilevel preconditioners for
and
# ,
and by the iterative solver. The solution time for the outer iterative method is specified within
parentheses. The growth in solution time with increasing problem size and difference in the
and
follows the slight growth in the number of inner and outer iterations
Young moduli
required for convergence of the inner and outer iterative solvers.
Set V (Tables 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7): Next we apply the described preconditioned iterative solver
to the full viscoelastic problem. All experiments in this set are performed in Matlab and
therefore timing results are irrelevant.
We recall that in this case, during each time-step we solve a system with a matrix
as denoted in (4.5). We present numerical experiments with two values
of the time step
– Q ] , which corresponds to approximately one years for the unscaled
problem and is of the order of the initial (smallest) time-step chosen by ABAQUS and \P \ ,
which corresponds to 80 years for the unscaled problem and is of the order of the final (largest)
time-step in the ABAQUS runs.
We use a block lower-triangular preconditioner as in (5.2), namely, we solve
by
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TABLE 6.5
Iteration counts for viscoelastic case and

Å]

Ä ]] m
 U
Ä ] mU  E
Ä mU  eG
Ä ]] mU  
Ä ] m
 U  E
Ä m
 U  eG
LL

÷

0.4

[

FEZG6\UG
G G
,Ì ,Ì
,Ì [ ,Ì
iPGU6E QG
G G
,Ì a\
a\

`]

0.5

G
,Ì
,Ì
G
,Ì

`]

Ãí K ÷ Y O

] î For each action ±" lµ , we
#
either exactly (Table 6.5) or by an (inner) GCG-MR solver, preconditioned

GCG-MR, preconditioned by "
– solve

0.2

npoq-r9as tvu

]C] î @ where ÷ H and ÷ ]H] are the exact diagonal blocks of ÷
÷
and systems with those are solved with a direct method (Tables 6.6, 6.7).
]
– solve
# by a direct method.
The results in Table 6.5 enable us to judge over the quality of the approximation of the
Schur complement alone. It can be seen, that if we take as ] the exact Schur complement
#
of ìi[ and solve exactly for
and ] , the outer method will converge in two iterations. The
÷
#
observed here nearly constant number of iterations shows that the element-wise constructed
by

#

ùí|÷ C

Schur complement is a high quality approximation of the true one even for the nonsymmetric
problem, considered here.
using an inner solver with a block-diagonal
In Tables 6.6 and 6.7 we solve the block
preconditioner. For clarity, we repeat the differences in the settings for the viscoelastic experiments compared with those from Table 6.3:
are used instead of the (symmetric)
- the exact (nonsymmetric) diagonal blocks

discrete Laplacians ,

are solved exactly in contrast to AMLI( ),
A comparison between
L Table 6.3 and Tables 6.6
 and 6.7 confirms that # LJ is a robust and
efficient alternative to L as well as that AMLI( ) is a competitive replacement of a direct
#
block solver. We also see that for the range of the problem parameters , and , as well as
for the tested values of
differing by two orders of magnitude, the overall behaviour of the
preconditioned iterative solver remains robust. The experiments provide numerical evidence
that ! approximates well the corresponding Schur complement matrix and that the AMLI
framework is applicable also for nonsymmetric problems.
The solution has been compared to that obtained by the ABAQUS solver and found in a
good agreement with the latter.

÷

÷ N6N
N j?U@HE

N

÷ N6N

ß sv[

N

Ä Å



7. Conclusions. In this paper we discuss numerical simulations of viscoelastic problems. The formulation handles compressible as well as fully incompressible materials. The
matrices of the so-arising systems of linear equations are nonsymmetric and of saddle-point
form. These systems are solved by an inner-outer preconditioned iterative method (GCGMR). We apply techniques to approximate the Schur complement matrix of the original nonsymmetric indefinite matrix as well as to construct an AMLI-type preconditioner, which is
originally developed and fully analysed for symmetric positive definite systems, also in the
nonsymmetric case. The presented numerical results show that the resulting preconditioner
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TABLE 6.6
Iteration counts for viscoelastic case and

IÍÌ
aP(nE.
E(nE.
EG(nE.
aQ(nE.
E(nE.
EG(nE.
aP(nE.
E(nE.
EUp(nE.

0.2

$  
,ÌI(|Gu. lUA(+ÌU.
aQ( U«. b\p(].
EGj( \u. _]I(¹eu.
,ÌI(|Gu. eGp(U«.
aP( U«. b\pj( \u.
EUEIj( \u. bQpj( Pu.
bUp(+EU. eGp( U«.
aP( U«. b\pj( \u.
EUpj( \u. bQpj( Pu.

Ì [
EZp(+E.
EE(+E.
E\p(+E. [
bPp(+E.
EE(+E.
E\p(+E. [
bPp(+E.
EE(+E.
E]I(+E.

IÍÌ
aP(nE.
E ] (+GU.
aQ(nE.
E ] (+GU.
aQ(nE.
E6P(nE.

0.2

$  
a\(|Gu. lUA(+ÌU.
E ] ( ]. E u(¹EU.
,ÌI(|Gu. lUA(+ÌU.
E ] j( Qu. EE¹( EU.
bUp(|Gu. eGp( U«.
GU(jQu. EE(¹,.

Ì [
EZp(+E.
EPp(+E. [
bQp(+E.
Gp(|GU. [
bQp(+E.
GIu(|GU.

n o -r9as tvu

0.4

I6 I I
FEZG6\UG
b\(+GU. lUp(nÌ.
bPj( Uu. b\4( ]Z.
E`Upc( \U. aP(teU.
 PGU6E QG
i
ÌI(+GU. lUp(nÌ.
EZ(jUu. _] c( \U.
EZGc( \U. bQc( PU.
õdG ]Q6QG
lUp(+GU. eG(nÌ.
EZ(jUu. _] c( \U.
EZG(nÌ. aP(teU.

TABLE 6.7
Iteration counts for viscoelastic case and

0.4
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IÍÌ
EIU(nE.
EG(nE.
E6Q(nE.
E(nE.
EG(nE.
E ] (nE.
aP(nE.
EG(nE.
E ] (nE.

0.5

$  
a\(|Gu. lUA(+ÌU.
aP( U«. _]I(].
EUÌI(+ÌU. ZE p(¹U.
,ÌI(|Gu. eGp(+ÌU.
E(U«. _]I(j\u.
EUp(+ÌU. bPpj( Pu.
bUp( U«. eGp+( ÌU.
aP( U«. b\pj( \u.
EUÌI(+ÌU. EZp(jPu.

n o -r|~}as |

I6 I I
FEZG6\UG
b\(+GU. lUp(nÌ.
EQc( QU. EUEI(tE.
 PGU6E QG
i
b\(+GU. eG(nÌ.
E Pc( QU. EUEI(tE.
õdG ]Q6QG
ÌI(+GU. eG(nÌ.
GGc( QU. EUEI(tE.

IÍÌ
aP(nE.
GU(nE.
aQ(nE.
GU(nE.
aQ(nE.
GU(nE.

0.5

$  
a\(|Gu. eGp(+ÌU.
E ] ( ]. ZE Gp(¹,E.
,ÌI(|Gu. eGp(+ÌU.
GU(]. EZGp¹( ,E.
,ÌI(|Gu. E+( ÌU.
GUGj( Pu. EE(¹U.

is nearly optimal, robust with respect to problem parameters, independent on jumps of coefficients, i.e., it inherits the properties of the preconditioning technique in the symmetric
case. The method is straightforwardly applicable to 3D. We present comparisons of the execution times of the proposed iterative method and the direct solution method available in the
commercial FEM package ABAQUS, and show that the iterative method with the proposed
preconditioner is a viable alternative of the direct method.
The test problem originates from glacial rebound, where some extra advection terms
appear in the balance equations. The numerical solution techniques, however, are applicable
for other problems which give rise to systems with matrices of saddle point form.
Acknowledgments. The authors are indebted to Dr Björn Lund for the fruitful collaboration and for helping them getting through the labyrinth of the glacial rebound phenomena.
Appendix. For completeness we include the detailed form of all matrices and vectors,
which arise from the space and time discretization of equation (3.5).
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